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Ludwig van Beethoven: Overture to The Creatures of Prometheus, op. 41 
Beethoven scored his music for The Creatures of Prometheus for two each of flutes, o oes, 
clarinets, bassoons, horns and trumpets, a pair of timpani, and strings. It is one of the shortest 
overtures in the repertoire, lasting a mere five to six minutes, depending on the performers' 
tempo in the opening Adagio. 
Anyone who has heard Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring , any electronic music, the Rolling 
Stones, or the noise of a 757 jetliner may be unfazed by the beginning of Beethoven's 
Overture to The Creatures of Prometheus. We have all heard stranger things than thi s. 
But Beethoven's audience, one used to a common musical language whose rules invited 
stretching but not ravaging, the abrupt opening chords that stand like grand pillars 
must have shocked. Jumping into a completely unprepared dissonance wasn't unhea rd 
of-his First Symphony, from a year earlier, had begun with a similar harmony-but 
with this overture, Beethoven raised the stakes. The gnarly B-flat that destabilizes an 
otherwise perfectly solid C-major triad neither nests neatly in the middle (as in his 
First Symphony) nor perches on the top, waiting for its inevitable resolution . Instead, 
it sits at the very bottom of the orchestra and shakes its foundation . Looming silence 
amplifies the consternation, and when the next shout comes, though logically following 
from the first chord, it doesn't tell us much. We have clearly walked in on a stumbling 
journey begun long before we showed up. 
Step by forceful step, the harmonies find their home, and a quiet nobility settles 
in. But the calm is short-lived, for scurrying music-scampering violins and jittery 
woodwinds-leaps in. Once this Allegro motto con brio begins, busyness never flags, and 
syncopations and fiery interruptions by the whole orchestra drive the music towar 
a close that is nearly as abrupt as the opening. This is vivid and irresistible theatri 
music. 
Or brilliant, physical music-ballet music. The Creatures of Prometheus was Beethoven 's 
first major stage work, and his only foray in composing a full drama for the dance. 
Based upon a libretto by Salvatore Vigano, an Italian choreographer who was the 
ballet master for the Viennese Court, Beethoven's Creatures included the overture, an 
introduction, and sixteen numbers. The story about the Greek god Prometheus who, 
deceiving Zeus, stole fire from him and gave it to mortals, and who fashioned men out 
of clay, coupled with Beethoven's scintillating music made the ballet popular enough to 
receive more than twenty performances following its premiere in Vienna on 28 March 
1801. However, all but the overture soon fell into obscurity, except for a tune in the 
finale that would later become the basis of two masterpieces, a set of variations for 
piano and his Third Symphony, both subtitled "Eroica." 
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Bela Bartok: Violin Concerto (1938) 
Bela Bartok's three-movement concerto was composed for solo violin, two flutes (2nd 
doubling piccolo), two oboes (2nd also playing English horn), two clarinets (2nd also playing 
bar·~ rinet), 2 bassoons (2nd doubling contrabassoon), four horns, two trumpets, three 
tro. nes, timpani, two snare drums, bass drum, two sets of cymbals, triangle, tam-tam, 
celesta, harp, and a full body of strings. 
It was this concerto that, in 1970 our soloist, the young Peter Zazofsky performed at the 
Wieniawski Competition in Poznan, Poland. On that occasion, the young violinist Roman 
Totenberg sat as one of the distinguished panel of adjudicators. With Mr. Totenberg 's 
encouragement, Mr. Zazofsky took the concerto to Montreal in 1979, and then to the 1980 
Queen Elizabeth of Belgium Competition. So, it was with the Bartok Violin Concerto that 
these two musicians became colleagues, a relationship that lasts to today. 
In 1936, Zoltan Szekely, an excellent Hungarian violinist who was a personal and 
musical friend of Bela Bartok, asked the composer to write a concerto for him. At the 
time, Bartok was busy completing his Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta, but when 
he finished it, he turned his attention to the new project, purposefully familiarizing 
himself with the recent violin concertos of Karl Szymanowski, Alban Berg and Kurt 
Weill . He would likely have already known Stravinsky's 1931 Concerto and Prokofiev's 
1936 Second Concerto; although Schoenberg completed his Violin Concerto during this 
same period, Bartok could not have known this one, since its first performance did not 
take place until1940. Bartok composed his own concerto in the spirit of all of these 
modern works, as well as in the grand tradition of the Beethoven Concerto, and to a 
lesser degree, the Brahms. And, lurking behind much of the Concerto is J.S. Bach. Its 
ancestry couldn't be more distinguished. 
Bartok proposed to Szekely a set of variations, but his friend really hoped for a 
tra · ional multi-movement concerto. The composer acquiesced, but he also got 
hi ,. -the second movement turned out to be a set of variations, and the last 
mo ement is based entirely on material from the first. The composer wrote to his 
dedicatee with obvious glee, "strictly speaking, it [the finale] is a free variation of the 
first movement (so I managed to outwit you. I wrote variations after all) . Bartok is 
quoted in Bence Szabalocsi 's essay in Bartok Studies as saying, "I do not like to repeat 
a musical thought unchanged, and I never repeat a detail unchanged. This practice 
of mine arises from my inclination for variation and for transforming themes." It is 
surprising, therefore, that the second movement of the Violin Concerto is one of his 
very few compositions that includes a formal set of variations. 
This slow movement spins out of one of Bartok's most fluent melodies, the solo line 
hovering over the strings' quietly unfolding harmonies, and the harp's and timpani's 
gentle punctuations. The series of variations that follow suggest Bach's Goldberg 
Variations, in which increasingly rapid motion arises largely from the ever more 
elaborate melodic figuration, with the harmonic underpinning remaining rather stable. 
Only with the fifth variation does the orchestra join the animation, now finally unable 
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to resist the dancing violin . A sly, weightless stroll follows (Peter Zazofsky calls it th e 
'moonwalk'), stratospheric trills floating over steady orchestral pizzicato eighths. Then 
like many a Haydn slow movement, the music dismisses the witty discourse, turns ' 
intimate and says, "my joking with you was, after all, quite serious." 
The guileless opening of the Concerto's first movement-simple harp strumming over 
a walking bass line-foretells little of the intricate invention that wfll follow. The violin 's 
first declamation, too-no long orchestral exposition here-has a straightforwardness 
evoking the Hungarian folk song tradition of Verbunkos, a vigorous late 18th-century 
dance that had served as a recruiting tool for the army. The simplicity of such 
indigenous materials, however, does not determine Bartok's compositional method, 
for, although he often presents these memorable tunes in the most straightforward 
way (as in the beginning of the Concerto), his treatment of them is born of the full 
array of procedures that animate Western music, from Bach to Schoenberg, Webern 
and Berg-variations of all sorts, musical palindromes, and inverted melodies. While 
the contemporary Second Viennese School composers' focus was often on the 
manipulation of the pitches themselves, with less commitment to the contours of the 
melodic line, Bartok's manipulations were at once less strict and more audibly tied to 
the melody's actual physical gesture. Hence, Bartok's inverting his melodies intrigues 
but never loses the ear: when he writes music in a traditional ABA design (like the first 
movement of this concerto), the return of the 'A' material is immediately recognizable 
as such-even though much of the music has now been turned on its head. 
The third movement's materials are all drawn from those in the first, but by no means 
does the finale pick up where the first left off. The orchestra's violent whipping gestures 
(hints of the yet to be written Concerto for Orchestra) and the rambunctious music 
from soloist and ensemble could hardly seem further from the first movement's 
elegance and concentrated sophistication. The finale, itself variations within the larger 
variation, spins through its excited material with glee, but it seems uncertain of its 
emotional center until , with a twinkle, a tiny waltz-Viennese? Hungarian?-teas ~ 
way in. With it, the rough and tumble has been tamed, and as thrilling and virtuosic 
as the remaining pages are, the peasant stomping is now gone. The dancing, variously 
graceful, sparkling and brilliant, flies with a joy that somehow reaches all the way back 
to those luminous harp chords of the Concerto's unfolding. 
When Bartok showed Szekely his new concerto, the violinist expressed consternation 
over an ending that, for all its brilliance, left the violinist standing there with nothing to 
do. The composer heeded Szekely's plea for a more traditional ending; the one used in 
this performance is that revised ending, one in which the entire party leaps headlong to 
the finish-together. Both endings are fantastic (unlike the two endings of the Concerto 
for Orchestra), and it is sad-at least for the conductor, if not for the soloist-to have to 
choose between them. 
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The first performance of the Violin Concerto took place on 23 March 1939, with Szekely 
as soloist, and with Willem Mengel berg conducting the Concertgebouw Orchestra. 
Bartok, who was busy with his own playing engagements, did not hear the premiere, 
an · was not until1943, when Tossy Spivakovsky played it in New York, that he heard 
th ' sic that he had completed four years earlier. Typical of so many composers, 
especially ones of this quality, Bartok' seemed to have been unconcerned about 
the design of the piece. Instead, he seemed relieved (and even delighted) that the 
often mysterious issue-acoustical balance between soloist and orchestra-worked 
flawlessly. In every other respect, there had been no doubt. 
Edward Elgar: Symphony No. 1 in A-flat, op. 55 
Edward Elgar completed his first symphony when he was fifty-one years old, on 25 
September 1908. Two and a half months later, on December 3, Hans Richter conducted 
the symphony's premiere with the Halle Orchestra in Manchester, England. Four days later, 
Richter and the London Symphony Orchestra gave the London premiere, and within the next 
year, the A-flat Symphony received more than one hundred performances-an enviable and 
nearly inconceivable record for almost any composer, before or since. 
The A-flat Symphony is grand in scope, lasting about fifty minutes, and is equally grand in 
orchestration: three flutes (the third also playing piccolo), two oboes and English horn, two 
clarinets and bass clarinet, two bassoons and contrabassoon, four horns (with suggested 
doub/ings), three trumpets, three trombones, tuba, two harps (each having an independent 
part), timpani, snare drum, bass drum, cymbals, and a large body of first and second violins, 
violas, cellos and basses, each string group dividing frequently and intricately, and the violins, 
violas and cellos including occasional and unusual solo parts for their last stand players. 
It is easy to understand why Johannes Brahms, when he was forty and finally 
composing-and recomposing-his first symphony, would have felt the enormity 
of~ thoven's nine symphonies on his shoulder. In turn, it is easy to imagine how, 
w: ' dward Elgar began to work on his own first symphony, less than ten years 
after rahms' death and himself fifty-one years old, he would have felt the weight 
of Brahms's four great symphonies. However, even more daunting than Brahms's 
shadow must have been Elgar's thought that he was composing not only his own first 
symphony, but England's. Whateve'r Elgar's personal and practical reasons for waiting 
so long to enter the world of Haydn, Mozart, Schubert, Schumann, Bruckner and 
Brahms, the long English silence on this matter must have rung loudly. 
For over two hundred years, music had lain fallow in England. Not since the death 
of Henry Purcell in 1695, had any rich or original musical personality emerged. 
Instead, England contented itself to importing its sons-Handel, Haydn, C.P.E. Bach, 
Beethoven, and eventually Mendelssohn, whom the country would adopt as its own. 
English literature, on the other hand, suffered no drought, as the names John Keats, 
Percy Bysshe Shelley, Lord Byron, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, William Wordsworth, 
Willliam Thackeray, Emily Bronte, Charlotte Bronte, Robert Browning, Elizabeth 
Barrett Browning, Charles Dickens, Gerald Manley Hopkins, and Alfred, Lord Tennyson 
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overwhelmingly demonstrate. Painting, too, thrived, from the wild visions of 
William Blake to the well-ahead-of-the-French Impressionists swirling storms of 
J.M.W. Turner. But for hundreds of years, England could not locate its own distinctive 
musical voice, one comparable to the ones Brahms, Dvorak, and Tchaikovsky 
their own countries. 
Performance in England thrived-the strength of that tradition lives today-but 
composition faltered . Even when British composers Charles Villiers Stanford and 
C. Hubert Parry matured during the last thirty years of the nineteenth century, their 
very skilled and often beautiful music, unable to sever the bonds with Brahms, showed 
only glimpses of original language, rhetoric or emotional focus. Oddly, it may have been 
the musical entertainments of Arthur Sullivan that offered that generation's English 
listeners the most distinctive music. 
The first break came in 1898, with Elgar's Enigma Variations . Here, finally, was a work 
of great skill (hard to believe that Elgar was largely self-taught), unleashed personal ity, 
remarkable invention and fresh thinking. Two years later came his Dream of Gerontius. 
Together, these compositions, both of which were very enthusiastically received, 
undoubtedly made the public eager for their now favorite son to continue the great 
symphonic tradition as exemplified by one thing-the symphony, a musical form th at 
had spurred many composers to some of their highest creativity and deepest levels of 
emotional and spiritual searching. 
The public had to wait another eight years, but when the A-flat Symphony did arrive, 
Elgar had poured his heart into it, and he had not only continued, but also expanded, 
that symphonic tradition-even as the early twentieth century seemed to usher in 
fading interest in the symphony as a formal entity. After all, the first decade brought 
Mahler's last complete symphony, Strauss's Salome, Schoenberg's and Webern's 
first non-tonal works, and Bartok's First String Quartet. And just around the corner .. 
were Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring and Schoenberg's Pierrot Junaire. But Elgar's A- 111 If 
Symphony betrays no doubts about the fertility of the form, and he explores and 
exploits it with grandeur, amazing sophistication and complexity. This symphony came 
at the right moment, hovering between nostalgia for what was-for music, England, 
Europe and the world-and anxiety over what the next day would bring, and it tou ched 
listeners immediately and deeply. 
At the first performance on 12 December 1908, the composer was called up to the 
stage several times by the audience's enthusiastic interruption-not just at the thrilli ng 
conclusion, but after the slow movement. Several days later, the Austro-Hungarian 
conductor Hans Richter, who had conducted the symphony's first performance (and 
who had conducted the first Bayreuth performances of Wagner's Ring cycle and 
the first performances of four Bruckner symphonies), told the London Symphony 
Orchestra, "Gentlemen, let us now rehearse the greatest symphony of modern tim es, 
and not only in this country." The German conductor's words were discerning, for 
the Symphony's power reached wide: in just over a year following the premiere, 
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it received over one hundred(!) performances all over the world, from England to 
Austria, Germany, Russia, America and Australia. After the premiere, a writer for the 
Manchester Guardian admired the Symphony's "robustness, sincerity, power, conviction 
ancl." dividuality," and Lord Northampton, an acquaintance of the composer's, said that 
it · ' 'almost terrifying in its greatness." 
None of the A-flat Symphony's powers have faded in the 100 years since (although 
Germany will never love Elgar's music as much as England loves any number of 
German composers, and Americans seem to love English music much less than the 
English love ours) . Edward Elgar's prescient capture of the fragile balance between 
optimism and melancholy, warranted by the collapse of the British Empire's reach, 
and by the near collapse of Europe and the world (the first salvo of which was just 
around the corner), proves as relevant today as in 1908. The determination to locate 
hope, a concern of so much of Elgar's music, was significant during his lifetime; after 
his death in 1934, it became crucial. If Elgar's Symphony (and all of his music) came to 
engender less affection in the later twentieth century, perhaps the cause was a cultural 
complacency and a narcissism that turned away from 'We,' the nominative plural in 
which all of Elgar's music speaks, toward 'Me,' a focus that explains some of the mid-
century (and beyond) absorption with the music of Strauss and Mahler. Today's unrest 
makes the 'We' of this music as necessary as ever, perhaps more so; to the open heart, 
this music can still throw the doors wide open. 
The A-flat Symphony (are there any other symphonies in this warm, malleable key?) 
is Classical in its large skeleton but highly unconventional in almost every detail. One 
of its central issues of the work lies in the role of the music that, unto itself, is not 
mysterious at all, the first movement's introduction. When that lengthy, stately and 
stable (and gorgeous) opening comes to a contented close-in the home key-it is 
difficult to imagine what will happen next. In fact, the introduction comes to such 
aS:" · fying close that its seems almost unnecessary for anything at all to happen. 
In ' ctions are certainly not supposed to have this effect! 
Then, with a wrenching twist, the music turns its back on this dangerous equilibrium 
and shakes in startling agitation . The convulsive harmony cannot be predicted, and 
the strongest feature of the introdu~tion-its tonal security-is obliterated. What key 
are we in? (Musicians argue about this sort of thing.) What happened to that quiet 
confidence that had greeted us? Where did this come from, and just what is going 
on? For a bit we really have no idea, and the volatility seems determined to make us 
forget that achingly beautiful beginning. Everything conspires against security-few 
symphonies by anyone spend so little time in their home key-but that spacious music 
from the beginning is unforgettable, and the schism between a completely stable world 
and one that is in turmoil begins to suggest that Elgar had made a huge miscalculation. 
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Then, just as our faith fades, that opening music begins to peek through the thicket, 
occasionally and unpredictably. At first, it is felt more than heard, since Elgar assigns 
the material to the two players at the very back of each string section and to just a few 
woodwinds, and all the while most of the rest of the orchestra busies itself with 
troubling matters. Such an acoustical veil (a technique Charles lves used to simil &1 
effect, if by utterly different means) can make us wonder whether we are actua lly 
hearing, or just imagining, the tune. Then, in the two inner movements, a bustling 
Scherzo and a heart-rending Adagio, the tune apparentl y disappears altogether, until we 
begin to realize that both are based precisely upon that iconic melodic design. 
Over the course of the Symphony's nearly fifty minutes, the tune that had been so 
severely rejected in the first movement gradual ly rediscovers and asserts its identity, 
and it becomes clearer and clearer that Elgar's risky choice in the first movement 
was not only a brilliant one, but a necessary one. Only when we are forced to let go 
of the past can the past truly serve the present. The uplifting re-emergence of the 
introductory music at the end of the last movement's development, when it sai ls high 
up, as if hunting for solace from another wor ld, and its final, fully realized incarnation 
in the Symphony's closing pages, suggest that the protection of innocence has been 
lost. The painful voice of experience wi ll forever twist and reshape our hope; in its 
transformation lives its power. Elgar wrote: "There is no programme [in the Symphony] 
beyond a wide experience of human life with a great charity ( love) and a massive hope 
in the future." England's first great composer in 300 years did not write comfort ing or 
se lf-satisfied music. Instead, he composed music that struggles, reaches toward that 
hope, and glimpses a time worthy of our optimism. 
MACBETH 
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ROMAN TOTENBERG 
Roman Totenberg joined the Boston University School of Music as Professor of M usic 
in 1961. His extraordinary talent as a solo violinist has paralleled his passion for teach-
ing and mentoring countless musicians, and his influence on classical music has been 
worldwide. A longtime resident of Newton, MA, Mr. Totenberg was born in Poland on 
January 1, 1911 and was a child prodigy. He had an illustrious concert career, maki ng 
his debut with the Warsaw Philharmonic at age 11 and going on to win the Wienia wski 
and Ysaye Medals of Poland and Belgium, the Mendelssohn Prize (Berlin Academy), 
BU's prestigious Metcalf Cup and Prize in 1996, and being named Artist Teacher of the 
Year in 1981 by the American String Teachers Association. Mr. Totenberg has been a 
constant and inspiring presence in classical music over the last century, having worked 
closely with composers including Samuel Barber, Igor Stravinsky, Aaron Copland, P •l 
Hindemith, and Darius Milhaud, and musicians and conductors including Fritz Krei . ~I 
Arthur Rubinstein, Leopold Stokowski, and Pierre Monteux. 
Mr. Totenberg is featured on hundreds of recordings, has appeared with most of the 
renowned orchestras of the world, and has performed in recital at Carnegie Hall, the New 
York Metropolitan Museum of Art, the White House, the Library of Congress, and Queen 
Elizabeth Hall in London. 
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111 rh Congress 
The Honorable John F. Kerry 
Massachusetts 
recognizes 
Roman Totenberg 
A Centennial Celebration 
November 21,2010 
I join the Boston University College of Fine Arts in celebrating the 1001h birthday of Romnn Totenberg, 
distinguished violinist and professor. His passion for violin is met only by his passion for teaching. and it is in both 
nf these areas that he has had an incredible influence on the musicaJ world. Debuting with the W.usaw 
Philharmonic as a young Polish boy at the age of eleven, he was from the beginning a recognized sensation. He 
continued to win numerous awards recognizing· his illustrious career as b ot"h a performer omd an instructor in the 
years that followed. He has worked with various orchestras around the world and performed in multiple prestigious 
places, ranging from Carnegie Hall to the White House. It is for these reasons, as well as co~ntless others, that we 
come together tonight to cclebriltc his 1001h birthday. It is my honor to be a part of such a show f appreciation. 
a~ 
-----;- . . 
/ John F. 
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ScoTT P . BROWN 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Jtlnife.O ~fates ~enafe 
WASHINGTON, D. C . 20510 
November 21 , 2010 
Dear Professor Roman Totenberg, 
It is a privilege for me to join your family and friends 
in extending warm wishes to you on your 1 OOth 
birthday. 
Your worldwide influence on classical music should 
be commended by your community and certainly has 
not gone unnoticed. 
You have witnessed many wonderful events in your 
life, and I am sure your birthday will be a time to 
cherish those memories with individuals that are most 
dear to you. 
May you have many years of health and happiness 
ahead of you. 
/s?JJ~ 
*Scott P. Brown 
United States Senator 
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~I 
Roman Totenberg 
ON BEHALF OF TH E CITIZENS OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, 
WE CONGRATULATE YOU ON THE JOYOUS OCCASION OF YOUR 100'" BIRTHDAY. 
DEVALl . PATRICK 
Governor 
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TIMOTHY P. MURRAY 
Lieutenant Governor 
BAFINEY FRANK 
4HI 0>5 l111CT, MA5S..>.'~> tU5En5 
12!12 ~AY!'I\JAN Ht<u:; l OrrtC£ B u iLDI NG 
W:,SHINGI(H,, DC 7.05 1!>-2104 
Wl2l225-5931 
29 CRAns SmECl 
SuiT[ 375 
NEWTO/J, MA 0:.1·158 
16 17)332-39?.0 
'lCon!!rcss of tl)c mlnitcb $ tntcs 
ji~ousc of iReprcscntutibes 
Q;iUmihtnrrton, 1111£ 
November 9, 2010 
Roman Totenberg Party 
Dear Friends, 
553PLr.t.:;I\N f 51!· 
n O(JMJ03 
Nt:.~·, €L t:HO HD, MA 
(508)~9!1-fi . ;G' 
T~tE Jurtt ;, Ou, ur.1,, 
2!1!l no.,v.·;.w 
SLtiiL 310 
Tl,~I4TO'l, Ml\ li27Ev 
150ll) D:.:2- 11!Jb 
I am greatly flattered to be given the opporttmity to add my words to the many that will 
be \vrittcn and spoken in honor of Romail Totenberg' s marvelous life a3 a performer of 
the very first rank; an inspirational teacher; and a wonderful human being. I have known 
Roman as a friend, and a husband and father of women with whom I have worked in a 
number of capacities. I have also admired the extraordinary career he has had in the 
furtherance of the arts and arts education in Massachusetts. And as unqualified as I am 
personally to comment on his virtuosity, I know that the opinion of those who are 
qualified hold him in the absolute highest possible regard. I regret that I am not able to be 
with you in person, but I do have one consolation from my absence-! am never 
comfortable with my rendition of"Happy Birthday," even in a large mass but to sing as I 
do in the presence of one of the great musicians of our time would be more intimidating 
even than the last election campaign. 
Roman, happy birthday and thank you for enriching the lives of so many of us in so many 
ways. 
/8o~'/ 
BARNEY FRANK 
Member of Congress 
T!U5 ST.\TIONERY PfllfHEO 0~1 f',WER P, \ADf OF HECYCL£0 fli.!EAS 
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EDWA RD ..J . M A R KE Y 
7 TH D I STR I CT 
MASSACHUSETTS 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
WAS HINGTON , D. C . 20515 
November 21, 2010 
Professor Roman Totenberg 
Newton,MA 
Dear Professor Totenberg, 
Happy 1 OOth Birthday! May all your wishes ring true. 
Through your own musical performances, you 
brought amazing joy to scores of audiences and by 
sharing your gift, you helped cultivate and refine the 
talent of countless musicians you mentored 
throughout the years. The world is all the richer for 
your constant presence in classical music over the last 
century. 
I hope you have a wonderful celebration filled With the 
music, family, students and friends you care for so 
deeply. 
Once again, Happy 1 OOth and many more! 
Most sincerely, 
Edward J. Markey 
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~Qc H ~.ereh~ .known to aH tlptf: 
@lp! ~~IH>sad!w.oefts ;Mouse of ~epresentati\Jes 
offers its sincerest rongrafu!afions to: 
CFrofessor ~n crotenoerg 
in recognition of 
'Your 1 ()(Jfi (]Jirtfitfay, 'Your Legerufary 'Tafent, IPassiDn for 'Teacliing aruf 
qenerous Contri6ution to Cfassica['M.usic 
'QI!le entire members~ip exteuns Hs ller~ hest fuis~es 
ann expresses tile ~ope for future goon fortune 
ani't cnnfinu.eb surress in ali .enneauors. 
(~fferco hu: ~ iJila-tttPl ... 
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November 21,2010 
KONSULAT RZECZYPOSPOLJTEJ POLSKIEJ 
CONSULATE OF THE REPUBLIC OF POLAND 
Today, we celebrate a man who has been a constant and inspiring presence in classical 
music over the last century. His extraordinary talent as a violinist delighted generations 
of concertgoers, in Poland and in the United States. Recordings of his performances span 
the technological eras from waxen records to MP3s. 
If the measure of a man is the mark he leaves on others, then Roman Totenberg is tmly a 
giant. With abiding passion, he inspired young musicians to reach the greatest heights of 
virtuosity. To all of his students, he was not only an illustrious professor, but also a 
wann and caring friend and protector. 
It is therefore with great pleasure, and a full measure of pride in my fellow countryman, 
that I add my congratulations and the best wishes of the Republic of Poland, for many 
more years of good health and happiness to Roman Totenberg. 
)~P.k { __ .-a/L.:~ .. w,,;_c,, £ 
)" Honorary Consul of the Republic of Poland Z -- -
22 PRATT COURT, COHASSET, MASSACHUSETIS 02025, USA 
TEL. (617) 357-1 980 FAX (78 1) 383-0885 E-MAIL: POUSHCONSUL@COMCASf.NET 
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KEITH LOCKHART CONDUCTOR 
TANGLEWOOD FESTIVAL CHORUS 
JOHN OLIVER CONDUCTOR 
DECEMBER 8-26 
617-266-1200 • BOSTON POPS.ORG 
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""' 
SEASON SPONSOR 
WCVBTV Channel 5 
Salutes 
Roman Totenberg 
on his 1 QQth Birthday 
Congratulations 
on five decades at 
the Boston University 
School of Music. 
19 
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From your loving daughters- Amy, Nina, and Jill Totenberg 
And our spouses- Ralph Green, H. David Reines, MD, and Brian Foreman 
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Alkon & Levine, P.C. 
Certified Public Accountants 
29 Crafts St.. Suite 510 
Newton. MA 02458 
Tel.( 61 7)·969·6630 
Fax (61 7)·969- I 223 
www.alkon-levine.com 
Congratulations on this 
milestone 
MELANIE T OTENIIERG 
(1916- 1996) 
Melanic Totcnbcrg, Newton resident, bal-
:mces her successful profcsstonallifc as a 
consistent top producer with Hunneman 
& Company - Coldwell Banker for the 
past 15 rears \\ith an active famil y life. 
She is till: ~,~.;fc of high!)• esteemed con-
cert violinist. Rom::m Tou:nbcrg, and the 
mot her of 1hrcc adult daughters, Nim, 
jill and Amy 
Admired as a rok model in her profes-
sion, she is skilled in marketing, ncgoti:n-
lng :md in interpersonal relations. 
If rou need anr advice regarding the pos-
sible sale or purchase of a home, )'OU 
would be well served to call on Melanic. 
In Loving Memory of Melanie Tolet1berg, 
Our Good Friend and Colleague al 
Coldwell Banker. 
A Look Buck ... AJxwr is iriformulion wl!rn jro111 
Mdan!t 's /11tlmol!onul bmchutt' Mdtmlhr 1/ayl 
1/1/11 
(ffo~atufatz'o1?0 cJ5/toman! 
~ and cNfefanze £ave 
_yz'ven l£d wonJefU( memori&S! 
Meet the 
Best Person 
to Handle 
Your 
Real Estate 
Needs. 
www NewEnglandMoves com 
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&'r!ff'id Mee£rm 
~teen @a/itt 
~-f(fJI rff!fry»WJI 
~( r/!oklmzbe'Y 
r#i«G @aco/6 
~([~~ 
~(!; rffA/f;{rmov 
IM}j\@]·1 
1261 Centre Street 
Newton, MA 02459 
(617) 969·1447 
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To our beloved Professor Totenberg: 
May the richest blessing of God be with you on your 1 DOth 
birthday and always. 
We celebrate this beautiful event with our sincere gratitude 
for your patient caring and superb teaching of our children 
Lilian, Alvin, and daughter-in-law Alexandra. We will 
treasure always your friendship, your extraordinary 
concerts. and above all. your splendid stories and 
humorous, warm personality. 
With our sincere gratitude and greatest respect, 
STEINWAY & SONS 
STEINWAY & SONS IS PROUD OF ITS ASSOCIATION WITH 
THE BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC , AND CONGRATULATES BU 
ON ITS RECENT PURCHASE OF NEW STEINWAY PIANOS. 
J-fayyy 1ootfi 13irtfiaay, :Jvlr. 'Toten6erg! 
'Tfiank you for so generous{y sfiaring your 
artistry, wisdom, ana ta{ent witfi 
warmtfi, kindness, ana fiumor. 
Witfi mucfi {ave from, 
Jodi, Susan, (jina, :Jvlary{ou, anaRoy J-fagen 
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9Ye; C(f;lflhnd rPlrapti6t 9f:ltjbikd 
coNGRATULATES RoMAN ToTENBERG 
ON HIS CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION AND IS PROUD TO SUPPORT THE 
RoMAN AND MELANIE ToTENBERG STRING ScHOLARSHIP. 
\1) NEW ENGLAND BAPTIST 
/(- ®HosPITAL 
125 Parker Hill Avenue 
Boston, MA 02120 
617-754-5800 I www.nebh.org 
Happy Hundredth! 
Kneisel Hall Lives! 
Lucy Chapman and James Winn 
'Birthday Wishes 
Many hayyy returns to the §reat 'Roman, 
member of our 'Boan£ cif 'Advisors. We {ove you, 
ALEA Ill 
'Roman, ']wish to be around to cerebrate your 
120th birthday! We {ove you, 
Theodore Antoniou 
'lt's a joy to share this tribute and bask in your fifetime achievements! 
Richard B. Aronson 
We send our {ove and best wishes on this pecia{ birthday 
Marjorie and Bernt 
'1-{ayyy 'Birthday 'From Your 'Friends 'From Your Lonay Years: 1978-85 
Betsy, Joan and Harriet 
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'}-[ea(tfi ana fiayyiness 'Mr. rfoten6erg! Witfi 6est wisfies, 
The Browns 
'Mr. rf is to vio(in teacfiing wfiat ']-[eifetz was to virtuosity 
The Caplans 
'}-[ayyy r:Birtfiaay to tfie 'Man wfio fias ryenea 50 many aoors 
for so many yeoy(e. 
Saul and Nomi Cohen 
'A man cif warmtfi, wit, cfiarm, le(igfitju( 
conversation ana seauctiveness! 
Alice & Ted Cohn 
Congratu(ations on a pectacu(ar career ana a (i_fe very we(( (ivedl 
Suzanne & Leo Dworsky and Sandra Hughes 
'tlg(orious 100tfi to a pfendia man ana musician! 
Harr iet Eckstein 
'}{earty greeting to fiea(tfi ana fiayyiness! 
Israe li branch of Totenberg - The Frenkels 
'}-[ayyy r:Birtfiaay Witfi Love, 
M elissa Krantz & David Fleisher 
'}-[ayyy wotfi! You've 6een an inpiration to me 
ana count(ess otfier musicians! 
Marian Hahn 
'}-[ayyy 1ootfi to a Sfiining Star 
Caro l Hi ll man 
"'Music is tfie sfiortfiana cif emotion." -Tclstoy 
Shelia & Sam Gavish 
r:Best Wisfies, 
Lorna & Gordon 
Witfi you '1 fearnea vio(in y(aying ana fiow 
to cfioose my yatfi in (ife. Tfiank you! 
Oscar Lafer 
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'A. century aoes Gy fast; woncieifu( to know you for over half cf it. :E((en sendS rove. 
Seymour 
'A.(( best wishes! 
Susan & David Lord 
Love and conaratu(ations to 'Roman! 
Ba rbara & Don Mallow 
To Uve a century is an achievement. To Uve it the way you did is outstandin8. 
Marianne 
The worfd is made Getter Gy the (ovin8 and kind yerson you are. 
Margaret McAllister 
When fJ y(ay vioUn fJ think cf 'Roman and yrecious moments fJ pent with him. 
Marcin Markowitz 
Prcfessor Toten6er3, Zyczymy wszystkieao naj(ryszeao! 
Chery l Kwiatkoski Middleton 
1 0 0 ~0) tot~1. E1 t366C' t -5 1~.1tv\*9o 
1iiJ * * C' <t to 7t ~ C' fl13 -=f 
lkuko Mizuno and Jean-Pau l Spire 
Your inpired and imaainative teach ina and y(ayina 
is a Uvin3 inpiration! 
Dianne & Lisa Pettipaw 
You've been Uke the arancifather fj never had 
and the Gi88est irifTuence in my rife! 
J. Platt 
fJ strive to Ge half as inpirin8 to my students. 
fJ miss you more than you know, 
Jess Platt 
'Best Wishes on your woth 'Birthday! 
Pat & Lynne Pollino 
Conaratu(ations on the first 100! 'Best wishes, 
Bruno Price and Ziv Arazi 
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wfien tJ fiear a bin{ sin8, '1 tfiink cif you; wfien '1 tfiink cif you, a bird sin8s. 'MaBie! 
Mark Ptashne 
srfo L~'Ti Warm re8ards and fond memories on tfiis §reat 'Day, 
Irene Qui rm bach 
%Jman, fioomy for your (on8 and wondeifu( rife in music! 
Pete Richman 
rffiank you for creatinB Breat music and Breat dau8fiters, 
Laura Rittenhouse 
rffiank you for your wisdom and inpimtion! 
Emma Rubinstein 
']{'Jp ']{'Jp ']{oo~~Y o'lf rf']{'Js 'B'l§ 'D~Y! 
So B(ad to be cerebratinB witfi you! 
Jeremy & Candee Russo 
'Dear 'Mr. rfotenber8, ']{ayyy wotfi 'Birtfiday! Witfi (ove, 
Shizue 
~ toast to ce(ebmte your years cif beautifu( music and friends rip. 
Barbara and Roger 
Con8ratu(ations on your pecia( day! Witfi warm affection and Bratitude, 
Eva and Tom 
rffianks for bestowinBfriendsfip on 
'Mrs. §i(efs and fie{j:JinB my son Jonatfian Leon8 
S. Szeto 
rffiank you for 100 years cif inpimtion! Love, 
Scott Woolweaver & Sue Rabut 
'Mon crier %Jman, rfoutes mes fe(icitations (es y(us sinceres your 
ton anniversaire - tu est extmordinaire! 
Jean-Paul Spire 
'My fieartje(t wisfies for a wondeifu( 1ootfi, 'Mr. rfotenber8. We(( done! 
Ka ren Zorn 
Due to space constraints some Birthday Wishes were edited. For the full text of all Birthday 
Wishes visit www.bu.edu/cfa/totenbergJOO. 
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IN GRATITUDE 
We recogni ze the following sponsors and donors for their support in making th is evening's tribute a success. 
A ll proceeds benefit the Roman and Melanie Totenberg String Scholarsh ip Fu nd at the Boston Unive rsity 
College of Fine Arts. 
Platinum Sponsors 
Boston Symphony Orchestra 
Hammond Residential Real Estate 
WCVB-TV Channel 5 
Gold Sponsors 
Coldwell Banker Residential 
Brokerage 
Richard L. Hirsch 
Letitia, Vida, Conan and Sun Hom 
Sue and Wen-Yang Wen 
Silver Sponsors 
Teresa and Don Epperson 
Jodi, Susan, Gina, Marylou and 
Roy Hagen 
Amy Howe and Tom Goldstein 
Oscar Later 
New England Bapt ist Hospita l 
Steinway & Sons 
Amy Totenberg, Jill Totenberg 
and Nina Totenberg 
Lucy Chapman and James Win n 
Happy Birthday Sponsors 
A LEA Ill 
Th eodore Antoniou 
Richard Aronson 
Marjorie Barnes 
Diane Beaudoin and 
Jacques Cohen 
El izabeth S. Boveroux 
Eugene and Virg inia Brown 
Nancy Buck and Jim Sebenius 
Brenda Caplan and 
Dr. Louis R. Caplan 
A lice and Ted Cohn 
Marion Dry 
Jay Duker and Julie Starr-Duker 
Suzanne and Leo Dworsky and 
Sa ndra Hughes 
Harriet Eckstein 
The Franco Fami ly 
Madeleine Gold and 
Richard Swarbrick 
Marian Hahn 
Andrew Herz 
Bi ll Heyman & Heyman 
Assoc iates 
Carol Hillman 
Jan Hopkins 
Lorna and Gordon Kaufman 
Ceci le and Sa muel Keeper Ttee 
Melissa Krantz and David Fl eisher 
Seymour and Ellen Lipkin 
Susan London 
Susan and David Lord 
Barbara and Don Mal low 
Wil Marcus 
Margaret McAllister 
Ell yn McColgan 
Cheryl Middleton 
Merry Newman and Jim Siegel 
Judy Orlando 
Andrea Ovans and Cathy Olofson 
Dianne Pettipaw 
Jessica Platt 
Pat and Lynne Pollino 
Bruno Price, Ziv Arazi and 
Rare Violins of New York 
Irene Qu irmbach 
Amy and Mitchell Radi n 
Brooke and Richard Rapaport 
Peter Richman 
Laura Rittenhouse 
Emma Rubinstein 
Jeremy Warburg Russo 
Ann and Byron Reimus 
Barbara Rossow 
Shizue Sa no 
Arthur and Yvette Schleifer 
Gertrude Schutz 
Anne-Marie Sou lliere 
Barbara and Roger Stol l 
Eva Svensson 
John and M idge Sweet 
Susanna Szeto 
Ceci lle Wasserman 
Scott Woolweaver 
Scott Yoo and Mitshko Yoo 
Donors 
TJ Anderson 
Marcia Becker 
Jan Bent 
Kevin and Ann Ca ll ahan 
Edith lglauer Daly 
Mary Green 
George Hei n and Em ily RomnEy-' 
Kate Kib ler 
El eanor Rubin 
Leo and Gloria Siegel 
Astrid von Baillou 
We are extremely grateful to all those who contributed to this special evening, including: 
Lil y Alb in 
Kate Cipoll ett i 
Richard Dyer 
Jen Ehr li ch 
Kenneth El more 
A llan Evans 
Rill Causey 
Bill Fine 
Karen Holmes-Ward 
Ch ira Kirkland 
Cristina Lauretta 
LeighAnn Loftus 
National Association of 
Schools of M usic 
Kim Noltemy 
Jo O'Connor 
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Vi ta Paladino 
Desiree Passaro 
Randy Price 
Mark Robertson 
Brigid Sheehan 
Na Sun 
Garland Wa ller 
Mira Wang 
• 
oavid Hoose, conductor 
David Hoose is Professor of Music in the School of Music at Boston 
un· ersity, where he is Director of Orchestral Activities. He has been 
~ \ Director of the Cantata Singers and Ensemble since 1984, and 
ha::. een Music Director of Collage New Music since 1991. For eleven 
years, Professor Hoose was also Music Director of the Tallahassee 
symphony Orchestra. 
Mr. Hoose was the 2008 recipient of Choral Arts New England's 
Alfred Nash Patterson Lifetime Achievement Award. He is also the 
recipient of the 2005 Alice M. Ditson Conductors Award, given in 
recognition of exceptional commitment to the performance of 
American music, and whose past recipients include Leonard Bernstein, 
Andre Previn, Eugene Ormandy and Leopold Stokowski. During his tenure with the 
Tallahassee Symphony Orchestra in Florida, the city of Tallahassee declared a week to be 
named after him in recognition of his contribut ions to the cu ltural life of the region. As a horn 
player and founding member of the Emmanuel Wind Quintet, he was a recipient of the Walter 
W. Naumburg Award for Chamber Music, and he was the recipient of the Dmitri Mitropolous 
Award for his work at the Tanglewood Music Center. 
Under his leadership, Collage and Cantata Singers have given hundreds of premieres and have 
been active commissioners of dozens of new works, including music by John Harbison, Peter 
Child, James Primosch, Andrew Imbrie, Earl Kim, Stephen Hartke, Donald Sur, T.J. Anderson, 
Liar Navok, Andy Vores, and Yehudi Wyner. His recordings with these two organizations 
include music of Charles Fussell, Seymour Shifrin, Irving Fine, Ezra Sims, Child, Sur, Harb ison 
and others; his recording with Collage of Harbison's Mottetti di Montale , for New World 
Records, was a 2005 Grammy Nominee for Best Performance by a Small Ensemble. His other 
recordings appear on the Koch, Nonesuch, Delos, CRI and Gun Mar labels. 
oose has conducted the Chicago Philharmonic, Singapore Symphony Orchestra, 
: ouis Symphony, Utah Symphony, Korean Broadcasting Symphony (KBS), Orchestra 
nale Toscana (Florence), Quad Cities Symphony Orchestra, Ann Arbor Symphony, 
Opera Festival of New Jersey, and at the Warebrook, New Hampshire, Monadnock and 
Tanglewood music festivals. In Boston, he has appeared as guest conductor with the Boston 
Symphony Chamber Players, Handel & Haydn Society, Back Bay Chorale, Chorus Pro Musica, 
and numerous times w ith both Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra and Emmanuel Music. He has 
also conducted Auras, ALEA Ill, Dinosaur Annex, Fromm Chamber Players, and the Brandeis 
Contemporary Players, the last of which he founded . 
Professor Hoose has several times been guest conductor at the New England Conservatory, 
and he has conducted the orchestras of the Shepherd School at Rice University, University of 
Southern California, Eastman School , and Manhattan Schoo l. For the past three summers, he 
has been a faculty member at the Rose City Internationa l Conducting Workshop in Portland, 
Oregon. Conductors whom he has mentored at Boston University now serve in a wide 
variety of distinguished conducting positions, from music directorships of college and youth 
orchestras, assistant and associate conductors of major orchestras, to music directorships of 
Professional orchestras and opera companies. 
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Peter Zazofsky, violin 
Peter Zazofsky is Professor of Viol in and Coordinator of String 
Chamber Music at the Boston Univers ity School of Music. He is 
also first violinist of the Muir String Quartet, in residence at Boston 
University, and Director of the String Quartet Workshop at the 
Boston University Tanglewood Institute. 
A Boston native, Mr. Zazofsky made his Symphony Hall debut in 
1966, performing the Bach Double Concerto at a BSO Youth Concert 
with his father, assistant concertmaster George Zazofsky. Joseph 
Silverstein was his first teacher, and he later studied with Dorothy 
Delay, Jaime Laredo and Ivan Galamian at the Curtis Institute. 
Further studies at the Marlboro Festival, with Rudolf Serkin, Sandor 
Vegh, and Feli x Galimir, fostered his desire to achieve dual citizenship in the solo and chamber 
music communities. 
In 1977, Peter Zazofksy won 3rd Prize at the Wieniawski International Violin Competition, 
performing the Bartok 2nd Concerto for the first time. The dist inguished panel of judges 
included Roman Totenberg, whose sage advice and encouragement was treasured-then and 
now. Mr. Zazofsky entered two more contests winning the Grand Prize of the 1979 Montreal 
International Competition, and the 2nd Prize at the 1980 Elisabeth Competition in Brussels. 
In the last three decades, Peter Zazofsky has performed in twenty-one countries on five 
continents. He has given solo performances with the Boston Symphony (at Symphony 
Hall and at Tanglewood), the Berlin Philharmonic, the Philadelphia Orchestra and the San 
Francisco Symphony, which also featured him on tour in Hong Kong and Taiwan. He has 
toured the U.S., as guest soloist of the Danish Radio Orchestra, and Israel, with the Israel 
Chamber Orchestra. Further appearances, with the Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra, 
the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, the Vienna Symphony, and the symphonies of Baltimore, 
Buenos Aires, Minnesota, Santiago, Seou l (KBS), Toronto, Vancouver and Montreal broup 
acclaim for his distinct ive interpretations of classical, romantic, and twentieth century 
concerti. One such performance, the Dvorak concerto with Klaus Tennstedt and the Berli n-~ 
Philharmonic, is newly released on the Testament label. 
Peter Zazofsky has enjoyed collaborations with Eugene Ormandy, Seiji Ozawa, Kurt 
Sanderling, David Zinman, Benjamin Zander and Charles Dutoit. His fruitfu l association 
with David Hoose dates back to 1988, when the Boston University Symphony performed the 
Prokofiev G Minor Concerto at Symphony Hall. Subsequent performances included concerti 
by Alban Berg, Carl Nielsen, Ernst von Dohnanyi, and the world premiere of Moiro/oghia, by 
Boston University Professor emeritus Theodore Antoniou. He also performed the Bernstein 
Serenade with Bernstein's friend and fellow composer, the late Lukas Foss. 
In his 23rd year at Boston University, Peter Zazofsky continues to draw inspiration from his 
brilliant students and faculty colleagues, part icularly Roman Totenberg-arti st, teacher and 
friend . 
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cokie Roberts 
Cokie Roberts is a political commentator for ABC News, providing 
an sis for al l network news programm ing. From 1996 to 2002 
5., d Sam Donaldson co-anchored the weekly ABC interview 
pro ram This Week. Roberts also serves as Senior News Ana lyst for 
National Public Radio. In her more than forty years in broadcasting, 
she has won count less awards, including three Emmys. She has been 
inducted into the Broadcasting and Cable Hall of Fame, and was cited 
by the American Women in Radio and Television as one of the fifty 
greatest women in the history of broadcasting. 
In addition to her appearances on the airwaves, Roberts, along with 
her husband, Steven V. Roberts, writes a weekly column syndicated 
in newspapers around the country by United Media. The Roberts are also contribut ing editors 
to USA Weekend Magazine, and together they wrote From this Day Forward, an account 
of their more than forty year marriage and other marriages in American history. The book 
immediately went onto The New York Times bestseller list, following Cokie Roberts's number 
one bestseller, We Are Our Mothers' Daughters, an account of women's roles and relationships 
throughout American history. Roberts 's histories of women in America's founding era-
Founding Mothers, published in 2004, and Ladies of Liberty, in 2008- also became instant 
bestsellers. 
Cokie Roberts holds more than twenty honorary degrees, serves on the boards of several non-
profit institutions and on the President's Comm ission on Service and Civic Participation . This 
year the Library of Congress named her a "Li ving Legend," one of the very few Americans to 
have attained that honor. She is the mother of two and grandmother of six . 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
David Hoose, conductor 
The Boston University School of Music orchestra l program, under the guidance of David Hoose, assumes an integral 
and centra l role in the education of the School's instrumentalists, whether they are aspiring to professions as 
music ians, orchestral musicians, or teachers, or are looking to musical lives that combine all th ree. The repe1 f 
the th ree ensembles of the program-the Symphony Orchestra, the Chamber Orchestra, and the Wi nd Ensemole-
reaches wide and deep, from vital standard repertoire, to compelling if less fam iliar compositions, and to music from 
th is and the past centuries. The ensembles, led by an array of faculty and guest conductors, present more than sixteen 
concerts each season, including col la borations with the opera and choral departments, and annual performances in 
Boston's Symphony Ha ll. 
Violin I 
Heather Bra un, concertmaster 
Eun Jung Lee 
Hyun Ji Kim 
Brianna Fisch ler 
Emil y Stewart 
Oksana Gorokhovskiy 
Rachel Sa ul 
Li sa Park 
Hyunah Chang 
A leksandra Labinska 
Jamie Chi mchirian 
Jihye Kim 
Narae Han 
Konstant in Rybakov 
Jiyeon Han 
Yuiko Nakano 
Violin II 
Emily Chao, principal 
Eun Gee Ahn 
Kay Rooney 
Gabrielle Fischler 
Ninel Jabotinsky 
Ash lyn Olson 
Lisa Barksda le 
Hannah Choi 
Sean Lark in 
Chen Ti Lin 
Sodam Kim 
Tudor Dornescu 
Yura Hyun 
Nayoung Kim 
Yu-Wen Chen 
Taichi Fukumura 
V iola 
Yingchen Tu, principal 
Hyemin Choi 
Laura Manko 
Christopher McClain 
Esther Nahm 
Oliver Chang 
Dahm Huh 
Evan Perry 
Michelle Rahn 
Anna Griffis 
Farrah O'Shea 
Tzu-Wu Hsu 
Brianna Pesce 
Cello 
Hyun-Ji Kwon, principal 
Brian Howard 
Youngsook Lee 
Cora Swenson 
Hyun Min Lee 
Kendall Ramseur 
Eric A lterman 
Yeonsun Choi 
Bo-Min Son 
Robert Mayes 
Stephen Marotto 
Gracie Ke it h 
Kai-Yun Cheng 
Christopher White 
Natalie Raney 
David Cruz 
Andrew Chae 
Seth M acl eod 
Bass 
Bebo Shiu, principal 
Brandon Mason 
Yi-Jung Su 
Nicholas Schwartz 
Nathaniel Mart in 
Zachary Cahmi 
Christian Gray 
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Flute 
Nikoma Baccus 
Annie Elmer -
Kristyn Morey # 
Caitl yn Perry * 
Piccolo 
Nikoma Baccus 
Oboe 
Marizabel Lebron * 
A licia Maloney 
Nathan Swa in # -
English Horn 
A licia M aloney-
Marizabel Lebron# 
Clarinet 
Danby Cho-
Kait lin Pucci * # 
Christian Teiber 
Brad W hitney 
Bass Clarinet 
Christian Tei ber 
Bassoon 
Tzu- I Lee* 
Jensen Ling# 
Rachael Stachowiak-
Contrabassoon 
Rachael Stachowiak 
Horn 
Sa mantha Benson * 
Molly Flannigan 
Laura Carter -
Young Kim 
Melissa Lund 
Kristen Sienkiewicz # 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Trumpet 
c opher Belluscio # 
F,a Neckermann 
Pt. · elson-King 
Ryan Noe * 
Andrew Stetson -
Trombone 
Robert Hoveland # 
Matthew Wan 
Martin Wittenberg-
Bass Trombone 
Travis Dobson # 
Matthew Visconti -
Tuba 
Matthew Heard 
Celesta 
Maja Tremiszewska 
Harp 
Greta Asgeirsson -
Tom ina Parvanova # 
Timpani 
Kyle Brightwell# 
Eric Huber* 
Matthew McKay -
Percussion 
Kirk Etheridge# 
Eric Huber 
Matthew McKay 
Michael Roberts -
*denotes principal on Beethoven 
#denotes principal on Bartok 
-denotes principal on Elgar 
Personnel Managers 
Nikoma Baccus 
Genevieve Leclair 
Bebo Shiu 
This program was prepared with 
the assista nce of Professors 
Linda Toole, Terry Everson 
and Timothy Genis, and DMA 
conducting student Genevieve 
Leclair. 
Ralph Vaughan Williams Season 
Ralph Vaughan Williams 
David Hoose, Music Director 
October 3, 2:30 pm - Longy School of Music 
Cantata Singers Chamber Series presents 
Vocal Chamber Music of Vaughan Williams and Friends 
November 5 and 6, 8:00 pm- Jordan Hall 
Vaughan Williams: Flos campi, with William Frampton, viola 
Vaughan Williams: Oboe Conce>·to, with Peggy Pearson, oboe 
Wyner: Give Thanks for All Things 
(World Premiere of CS Commission) 
additional works by Imbrie · Fine 
January 14, 8:00pm- Jordan Hall 
Vaughan Williams: Riders to the Sea, one-act opera (semi-staged) 
Vaughan Williams: Time Slwkespeare Songs 
Vaughan Williams: Loch Lomond 
additional works by Elgar · Holst · Finzi 
March 18, 8:00 pm and March 20 , 3:00 pm- Jordan Hall 
].S . Bach: Mass in B Minor 
May 13, 8:00 pm- First Church Cambridge 
Vaughan Williams: Mass in G Minor 
additional works by Bernstein · Ives · Howells 
For more infomtation call617-868-5885 or visit www.cantatasingers.org 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
Boston University is one of the leading private research and teaching institutions in the world 
today, with two primary campuses in the heart of Boston and programs around the world. 
The Boston University College of Fine Arts was created in 1954 to bring together the Sc, 
Music, the School of Theatre, and the School of Visua l Arts. The University's vision was to create 
a community of artists in a conservatory-style school offering professional training in the arts 
to both undergraduate and graduate students, comp lemented by a libera l arts curricu lum for 
undergraduate students. Since those early days, educati on at the Co llege of Fine Arts has begun 
on the BU campus and extended into the city of Boston, a rich center of cu ltural, art istic and 
intellectual activity. 
Benjamin Juarez, Dean, College of Fine Arts 
Robert K. Dodson, Director, School of Music 
Jim Petosa, Director, School of Theatre 
Lynne Allen, Director, School of Visual Arts 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
DEAN'S ADVISORY BOARD 
Jason Alexander ('81, Hon.'95) 
Actor, Director, Writer 
Fred A. Bronstein ('78) 
Member, BU Board of Overseers 
President and Executive Director 
Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra 
Saul Cohen 
President 
Hammond Residentia l Real Estate 
Dr. Chester Douglass 
Professor and Department Chair 
Harvard School of Dental Medicine 
Steven G. Friedlander ('80) 
Principal 
Auerbach Pollock Friedlander 
SungEun Han-Andersen ('85) 
Member, BU Board of Trustees 
President 
G.C. Andersen Family Foundation 
Joan Horton (' 69) 
Marketing Consultant 
Horton Group 
David Kneuss ('70) 
Executive Stage Director 
Metropolitan Opera Association 
Stewart F. Lane ('73) 
President and CEO 
Stewart F. Lane Productions 
Penny Peters ('71) 
Communications Strategist and 
Management Consultant 
Nina Tassler ('79) 
Member, BU Board of Trustees 
President 
CBS Entertainment 
Gael Towey ('75) 
Chief Creative and Editorial Director 
Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia 
Gregg Ward ('82) 
President 
Orlando Ward & Associates 
Luo Van ('90) 
President 
Silver Dream Productions 
Ira Yoffe ('78) 
Principal, Creative Director 
Volfe Media Group 
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FRIENDS OF THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
We are grateful to our community af alumni, faculty, families, and friends who believe in the importance of 
supporting gifted students in music, theatre, and the visual arts through their generous contributions. Gifts to the 
Col{ f Fine Arts fund important capital initiatives, scholarships, educational outreach, performances, and exhibi-
tio of which directly benefit the talented young artists of Boston University. 
For more information about how you can join our growing list of supporters, please contact us at 617-353-5544 or 
make a donation on line at www.bu.edu/cfa/alumni/giving-back. We would love to welcome you into our donor 
community! 
We thank the following donors for their generous support during the 2009-2010 fiscal year': 
$100,000 and above 
SungEun Han-Andersen 
$25,000 to $99,999 
The Estate of Peter Donnelly 
Bobbi Hamil l 
The Estate of 
James Nelson Humphrey 
Andrew Lack 
Stewart F. Lane and Bonnie Comley 
Mary Ann M ilano 
2009 Revocable Trust 
Mary Ann Milano-Picardi 
Neil and Jane Pappalardo 
Dr. John Silber 
James H. Stone 
The Estate of 
A. Theodore Tellst rom 
Virginia E. Withey 
$10,000 to $24,999 
John and Harriet Carey 
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation 
Greek Composers' Union 
The Avedis Zildjian Company, Inc. 
0 to $9,999 
Chiklis 
Charitable Trust 
Chest<'ir and Joy Douglass 
The Florence J. Gould Foundation 
Margaret S. Lindsay Foundation 
Montgomery Symphony 
Association 
Ernst and Gai l von Metzsch 
Francis Wil liams 
$1,000 to $4,999 
Jason Alexander 
Cathy A ltholz 
The ASCAP Foundation 
Richard Bal sam 
Cathy Barbash 
Bette Davis Foundation, Inc. 
Linda Cabot Black 
Bose Foundation, Inc. 
Fred Bronstein 
Richard D. Carmel 
Charitable Remainder Trust 
Stewart and Judith Colt on 
Saul and Naomi Cohen 
Frank D'Accone 
Margaret May Damen 
Teresa Del Piero 
Robert K. and Alberta J. Dodson 
Wi ll iam Earle 
Jimmie Jackson 
Chiyomi Kanazawa 
Ellen Kazis-Walker 
Saran Kraichoke 
Richard Lenz 
Beth Marcus 
Marian Morash 
Larance and Charla Morgan 
Thomas Munn 
Mia Oberlink 
Richard Ekdahl 
Marie Fa Iabeiia 
Thomas C. Farrell 
Judith Flynn 
Steven Friedlander 
Michael Goldenberg 
Richard and Susan Grausman 
Lady Mercia M . Harrison 
Robert and Phyllis Hoffman 
Lindsey V. Humes 
Dmitri and Elena l lyin 
Larry G. and Ann Howard Jones 
Tom F. and Irene Gesiak Kelley 
David K'neuss 
Robert Krivi 
The Reverend Dr. Joan B. Malick 
Rita Mehos 
Andrea Okamura 
F. Taylor Pape 
The Presse r Foundation 
Sandra Lee Rowsell 
Kenneth D. Rudnick 
Madeleine Schulman 
Amy Abrich She min 
Nina Tassler 
Robert Thoburn 
Gael Towey 
The Ushers & Programmers Fund 
in honor of Robert and 
Dorothy Dandridge 
Luo Yan 
Moshen Darius and 
Shu Bing Yaraghi 
$500 to $999 
Apostolos Aliapoulios 
Amy Lynn Barber 
Salvatore Cania, Jr. and Lisa Cania 
Beth Chen 
Terrence and Patricia Connell 
Roger Davidson 
Edna Davis 
Emily Deschanel 
Ann B. Dickson 
Keith Druhl 
Debra Dion Faust 
David Feigenbaum and 
Maureen Meister 
W ilbur and Lorraine Fullbright 
Frank Ginsberg 
Gudjonson Hermannsson 
Richard and Marilyn Hobbs 
Colonel Capers A. Holmes, 
USAF(Ret. ) 
Joan Horton 
Bernard Schwartz 
Roberta Steiner 
Mr. and Mrs. Mose W . Stuart Ill 
Patrick Szymanski and 
Margery Lieber 
Richard Van Deusen 
Ellen Yates 
Linda Neil Yee 
Kalman Zabarsky and 
Kerry Loughman 
' This list reflects donations made between July 1, 2009 and June 30. 2010. For a complete list of all CFA donors visit 
www.bu.edu/cfa/al umni/giving-back. If your name has been omitted frorn this list, please contact us so that we can correct 
our records. 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
STRIN GS 
Steven Ansel l viola * 
Edwin Barker double bass· 
Cathy Basrak viola 
Lynn Chang violin 
Dan iel Daiia pedagogy 
Ju les Eskin cello 
Carolyn Davis Fryer double 
bass 
Edward Gazou leas viola 
Raphael Hil lyer viola 
Marc Johnson cello 
Bayla Keyes violin • 
Michelle LaCourse viola * 
Katie Lansdale violin 
Benjamin Levy double bass 
Lucia Lin violin " 
Malcolm Lowe violin 
Dana Mazurkevich violin 
Yu ri Mazurkevich violin * 
lku ko M izuno violin 
John Muratore guitar 
George Neikrug ce llo++ 
James Orleans double bass 
Leslie Pa rnas cello 
Ann Hobson Pilot harp 
Ba rbara Poeschi - Edri ch harp 
Michael Reynolds cello • 
Rhonda Rider cello 
Todd Seeber double boss 
Roman Toten berg violin ++ 
M ichael Za retsky viola 
Peter Zazofsky violin • 
Jess ica Zhou harp 
WOODWINDS, BRASS, and 
PERCUSSION 
Laura Ah lbeck oboe 
Ken Am is tuba 
Jenni fe r Bil l saxophone 
Peter Chapman trumpet 
Geralyn Coticone flute 
Doriot Dwyer fl ute 
Terry Everson trumpet" 
John Ferri ll a oboe 
Timothy Genis percussion 
I an Greitzer clarinet 
Rona ld Haroutounian bassoon 
John Heiss flute 
Gregg Henegar bassoon 
Renee Krimsier flute 
Gabriel Langfur bass trombone 
Don Lucas trombone * 
Richa rd Menau l horn 
Suzanne Nelsen bassoon 
Craig Nordstrom, clarinet 
Toby Oft trombone 
El izabeth Ost ling flute 
Ken Radnofsky saxophone 
Richard Ranti bassoon 
Thomas Rolfs trumpet 
M ike Roylance tuba 
Matthew Ruggiero 
bassoon 
Eric Ruske horn • 
Robert Sheena 
English horn 
Et ha n Sloane clarinet · 
Jason Snider horn 
Samuel So lomon 
percussion 
James Som mervil le horn 
Linda Tool e flu te • 
Lee Vinson percussion 
PIANO 
Anthony di Bonaventu ra • 
Mari a Clodes-J aguar ibe,.. 
Gila Go ldstein 
Linda Jior le-Nagy 
Boaz Sharon "' 
COLLABORATIVE PIANO 
Shiela Kibbe • 
Robert Merfeld 
ORGAN 
Nancy Granert 
Peter Sykes * 
VOICE 
Michell e A lexander • 
Sarah A rneson * 
Penelope Bitzas • 
Sharon Daniels • 
James Dem ler * 
Gary Durham 
Phyll is Hoffman • 
Frank Kelley 
Matt hew Larson 
Susan Ormont 
Bon nie Pomfret 
Jerrold Pope • 
Andrea Southw ick 
Maria Spacagna 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT 
J. Casey Sowa rd, Manager of Production and Performance 
M ichael Culler, Head Recording Engineer 
Diane Mclean, Stage Manager 
Shane McMahon, Recording Engineer 
Ephraim Eric Roberson, Scheduling and Programs Coordinator 
Kris Sessa, Librarian 
Mart in Snow, Keyboard Technician and Restoration 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS ADMINISTRATION 
Benjam in Jua rez, Dean, College of Fine Arts 
Robert K. Dodson, Director, School of Music 
Jim Petosa, Director, School of Theatre 
Lynne A llen. Director, School of Visual Arts 
HISTORICAL MUSIC EDUCATION 
PERFORMANCE Richa rd Sunbury • 
A ldo Abreu recorder Bernadette Colley 
Sa rah Freiberg Ellison Susan Conkling * 
cello Diana Dansereau • 
Laura Jeppesen And re de Quadros * 
viola da gamba Jay Dor fman " 
Chri stopher Krueger Andrew Goodrich · 
Baroque flute Lee Higgins * 
Catherine Liddell /ute Ron Kos * 
Martin Pearlman Warren Levenson 
Baroque ensembles * Roger Mant ie * 
Robinson Pyle Sa ndra Nicolucc i * 
natural trumpet Evan Sanders 
Marc Schachman 
Baroque oboe CONDUCTING 
Jane Starkman David Hoose • 
Baroque violin, viola Ann Howard Jones * 
Peter Sykes harpsichord * Scot t Allen Jarrett 
David Mart ins 
MUSICOLOGY John Page 
Victor Coelho • 
Steven Corneli us • OPERA INSTITUTE 
Sea n Gallagher Helena Bi nder 
Brit a Heimarck * Judi th Chaffee 
Arn i Heim ir lngol fsson Phyllis Cu rtin ++ 
Thomas Peatt ie * Sharon Daniels * 
Joshua Rifkin • Melinda Sull ivan-Friedma n 
A ndrew Shenton • 
Jacquelyn Sholes 
Jeremy Yudkin • 
COMPOSITION 
AND THEORY 
Brett Abigaiia 
Vartan Aghababian 
Martin Amlin "' 
Deborah Burton • 
Justi n Casinghino 
Richard Cornell • 
Joshua Fineberg* 
Sa muel Headrick • 
David Kopp • 
Mary Montgomery Koppel 
Rodney Lister* 
Ke tty Nez • 
John Wallace • 
Steven Weigl • 
SCHOOL OF M USIC 
Richard Cornell , Associate Director 
Frank Kel ley 
A ngie Jepsen 
W illiam Lu m pkin * 
Adam Mclean 
Jim Petosa 
Betsy Polati n 
Christien Poles 
Jeffrey Stevens* 
Nathan Troup 
A ll ison Voth • 
STAFF PIANISTS 
Michelle Beaton 
Eve Budnick 
Mat thew Larson 
Philli p Oliver 
Lorena Tecu 
Noriko Yasuda 
Molly Wood 
Department Chairs 
represented in bo ld 
• full-t ime faculty 
++Emeritus 
Phyll is Hoffman, Director, Applied Studies and Performance 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Susan Con kl ing, Music Education 
Richard Cornell , Music Studies 
Phyllis Hoffman, Applied Studies and Performance 
A nn Howa rd Jones, Ensembles 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
UPCOMING EVENTS AND PERFORMANCES 
Mr y, November 22, 8:00pm BU Symphonic Chorus and 
Chamber Orchestra 
Ann Howard Jones and Tiffany Chang, conductors 
Mendelssohn Overture, "Hebrides" 
Schumann Requiem fur Mignon 
Nachtlied 
Haydn Missa in tempore belli, "Paukenmesse" 
Old South Church 
Tuesday, November 30, 8:00pm World Music Concert 
The BU Kenti Wala African Ensemble 
Steven Cornelius, director 
Lamine Toure, guest artist and choreographer 
Talea Cornelius, guest choreographer 
Concert Hall 
December 4 and 5, 8:00pm 
Wednesday, December 8, 8:00pm 
ay, December 9, 8:00pm 
Friday, December 10, 8:00pm 
BU Opera Institute 
Winter Opera Scenes 
Concert Hall 
Faculty Recital Series 
Ed Barker, double bass 
Tsai Performance Center 
Richmond Piano Competition 
Winners' Concert 
Moises Fernandez Via, piano 
Tsai Performance Center 
Student Composers' Concert 
Martin Amlin, director 
Concert Hall 
For more information on our events, please contact the School of M usic office at (617) 353-3341. 
Sign up for the CFA E-calendar at www.bu.edu/cfa/events 
Old South Church, 645 Boylston Street, Boston 
Concert Hall, 855 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston 
Tsai Performance Center, 685 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston 
College of Fine Arts 
855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, MA 02215 
www.bu.edu/cfa 
( 
